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Wake Pray Transfer Day
Is Your Dream to Become a Mother?Any woman who has experienced
challenges with fertility knows it comes with profound fear, anxiety,
and self-doubt. It can seem like everyone around you is having
children effortlessly. If your deepest desire is to become a mother,
or become a mother again, join family and child therapist Shannon Rios
Paulsen, MS LMFT and all the other mothers/babies on this thirty-day
journey. Read this book to receive support and prepare spiritually,
emotionally, and physically to bring your child to you through ivf,
adoption, natural pregnancy, egg donor, or embryo donation. Shannon is
here to tell you the perfect time has come for you to prepare to
welcome a new soul into your life. In Manifesting Baby, Shannon shares
her own fertility/adoption journey while helping to open the aspiring
mother's mind, spirit, and body to a baby. If you are currently
considering or in the process of ivf, adoption, egg donor, embryo
donation or spontaneous pregnancy, this book will assist you in
creating the sacred space for your child to manifest into your life.
Daily exercises and reflections allow you to bring mindfulness, love
and peace to the fertility process. Surround yourself with Paulsen's
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positive and nurturing fertility messages/meditations of peace,
health, and infinite love."Prior to reading this book, I had lost all
hope. Shannon's book gave me strength, joy and hope. It also gave me
the miracle of connecting to my future babies. I thank Shannon every
day for writing this book." -Stacey Teegardin, Program Manager and
Future Mother to Livia and Frederick

The Pursuit of Parenthood
Line Notebook Beautiful empty journal for women to write in. This
large notebook makes a nice affordable gift for mom, independant
woman, girlfriend, or yourself: ) Write all your plans, ideas, and
notes into this xl notebook featuring hand painted watercolor flowers.
Stylish, large, and gorgeous - this journal is calling to write in it.
The perfect gift for yourself or a friend. This notebook is a great
reminder to help believe in yourself. Premium Matte Cover Finish Size:
8.5 x 11 100 Pages College Ruled School Notebook or Personal Journal
for writing, essays or notes. Perfect for Homeschooling, Teachers,
Students or Parents.

Conceive Magazine
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Truthfully, the trail we follow through infertility is not an easy
one. We will stumble and fall, meander at times, and occasionally skip
with joy. The key is that you will not be alone and you won't be
without your walking tools; the following chapters are meant to serve
as your compass, map, and mile markers. And me? Well, I'm your walking
partner. As we take this walk together, my ultimate intention for you
is to find HOPE . . . Hope to alleviate fears and uncertainties Hope
that you move forward on your journey Hope that your dreams will come
true Hope that you will find peace within yourself Let's go take a
walk . . .

Clinical Gynecologic Endocrinology and Infertility
A brilliant exploration of the natural, medical, psychological, and
political facets of fertility When Belle Boggs's "The Art of Waiting"
was published in Orion in 2012, it went viral, leading to
republication in Harper's Magazine, an interview on NPR's The Diane
Rehm Show, and a spot at the intersection of "highbrow" and
"brilliant" in New York magazine's "Approval Matrix." In that
heartbreaking essay, Boggs eloquently recounts her realization that
she might never be able to conceive. She searches the apparently
fertile world around her--the emergence of thirteen-year cicadas, the
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birth of eaglets near her rural home, and an unusual gorilla pregnancy
at a local zoo--for signs that she is not alone. Boggs also explores
other aspects of fertility and infertility: the way longing for a
child plays out in the classic Coen brothers film Raising Arizona; the
depiction of childlessness in literature, from Macbeth to Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf?; the financial and legal complications that
accompany alternative means of family making; the private and public
expressions of iconic writers grappling with motherhood and fertility.
She reports, with great empathy, complex stories of couples who
adopted domestically and from overseas, LGBT couples considering
assisted reproduction and surrogacy, and women and men reflecting on
childless or child-free lives. In The Art of Waiting, Boggs deftly
distills her time of waiting into an expansive contemplation of
fertility, choice, and the many possible roads to making a life and
making a family.

Journal and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South
Wales
Taking the reader by the hand, The IVF Journal manages every stage of
in-vitro fertilization, from finding the right doctor for readers'
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needs, to managing preparatory care and insemination, to providing
simple sheets to help manage the financial aspects. ather than bombard
readers with technical jargon and complicated advice, The IVF Journal
is designed to be accessible to all readers during this important time
in their lives.

Textbook of Clinical Embryology
120 white pages College-rules notebook (medium ruled) Beautiful smooth
matte cover Journals and notebooks make a perfect gift for the IVF
journey - Click the BUY button at the top of the page to BUY NOW Thank
You!

Organization and Management of IVF Units
The 'My IVF Journey' diary is a simple and discreet diary designed to
help you plan and document your fertility treatment. I designed this
diary when I was going through my second round of IVF treatment in
2015, not only was it a welcome distraction during that time but
writing everything down really helped me to de-stress so I knew it
would be a useful tool for others too. INSIDE YOU WILL FIND: Space to
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write down your consultation and treatment notes. Medication charts,
places to add photos Space to write down important dates and results keeping them handy and all in one place. Positive sayings and tips to
help you through your cycle. Space write down your feelings &
gratitude. Document all the important things JOURNAL DETAILS: Matte
cover 32 Pages Pages are silk (can write on them) Size 6" x 9"
Paperback

Our IVF Journey
Incorporating orthodox medical theory and the existing evidenced-base
for the use of acupuncture therapy,Acupuncture for IVF and Assisted
Reproduction enables acupuncture practitioners to provide appropriate
advice regarding diagnoses, orthodox tests and investigations, and
tailor acupuncture treatment according to the stage of the fertility
cycle, and associated underlying condition. An essential manual for
all practitioners working in this area, or planning to do so.
Simplifies complex information into easily accessible and
understandable material Explains reproductive anatomy and physiology
from the perspectives of both orthodox medicine and TCM Explains the
underlying basis of orthodox medical fertility tests and
investigations Explores the pathology and aetiology of TCM syndromes
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Provides detailed information on how to take a fertility medical
history and how to diagnose TCM syndromes Presents the evidence for
the influence of various lifestyle factors on fertility and ART
success rates Provides guidelines on how to regulate the menstrual
cycle in preparation for IVF treatment Explains how common fertilityrelated conditions such as endometriosis, Polycystic Ovary Syndrome,
thyroid disease, and male factor infertility affect ART success rates
Explains how to adapt acupuncture treatment to different ART protocols
Provides case history templates, algorithmic acupuncture treatment
pathways and patient fact sheets Explains how to manage patients with
complex medical histories Looks at Repeated Implantation Failure,
reproductive immunology dysfunction, and recurrent miscarriages
Explains how to support patients if their IVF is unsuccessful and how
to treat patients during early pregnancy Examines ethical
considerations relevant to fertility acupuncture practice

How to Prepare the Egg and Embryo to Maximize IVF Success
This book highlights the impact of genital tract infections on female
infertility, male infertility, and even veterinary infertility. A
comprehensive source on genital infections essential for all
infertility specialists is now at your hands.
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Me Myself and IVF - Journal
This Journal is the perfect memory keepsake to track your moods,
feelings, thoughts and fears. Journaling about your can help reduce
stress and have a more positive cycling experience no matter what the
outcome. This IVF Journal Features: 120 wide-ruled lined pages 6" x 9"
size - big enough for your writing and small enough to take with you
smooth white-color paper, perfect for ink, gel pens, pencils or
colored pencils a matte-finish cover Wishing You Luck & Love.

The IVF Journal
These essays examine the global impact of infertility as a major
reproductive health issue, one that has profoundly affected the lives
of countless women and men. The contributors address a range of topics
including how the deeply gendered nature of infertility sets the blame
on women's shoulders.

Fertility Walk
The Fertile Secret: Guide to Living a Fertile Life is a comprehensive
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tool for improving your fertility. This unique blend of Eastern and
Western medicine prepares the reader for a life-changing journey to a
healthy and fertile life. Focusing on the body's natural ability to
evolve and change, Dr. Kiltz highlights the many ways that you can
take an active role in your fertility. Whether you are conceiving
naturally or with the help of Assisted Reproductive Technologies
(ART), this guide will serve as a personal and intimate resource along
the way. Focusing on the 10 core facets of fertility wellness, The
Fertile Secret: Guide to Living a Fertile Life offers multiple tools
to support you on your journey. While conceiving is the ultimate goal,
you will find revitalized fertility in all aspects of your life as you
become more present, aware, and peaceful. You will embody fertility,
in its truest form.

Ivf Journal
The Ivf Planner
This book presents the latest in-depth, case-based counseling
approaches to new, increasingly complex psychosocial issues of
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patients requiring assisted reproduction.

Practical Problems in Assisted Conception
Bringing together the latest information on the organization,
management and quality of in-vitro fertilization (IVF) units, this is
the first true field guide for the clinician working in assisted
reproductive technologies (ART). Divided thematically into four main
sections, part one discussed the establishment and organization of the
IVF unit, including location, design and construction, practical
considerations for batching IVF cycles, and regulations and risk
management. Part two, the largest section, covers the many aspects of
overall quality management and its implementation – staff and patient
management, cryobank and PGD/PGS management, and data management – as
well as optimization of treatment outcomes and statistical process
control analysis to assess quality variation. Part three addresses the
relationship between IVF units and society at large, including the
ethics of IVF treatment, as well as public/low-cost and
private/corporate IVF units. Advertising and marketing for IVF units
is discussed in part four, including the building and managing of
websites and the use of traditional print and social media. With
approximately five thousand IVF units worldwide and a growing number
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of training programs, Organization and Management of IVF Units is a
key resource for clinic directors, unit managers, embryologists,
quality experts, and students of reproductive medicine and clinical
embryology.

The Infertility Cure
The success of Assisted Reproductive Technology is critically
dependent upon the use of well optimized protocols, based upon sound
scientific reasoning, empirical observations and evidence of clinical
efficacy. Recently, the treatment of infertility has experienced a
revolution, with the routine adoption of increasingly specialized
molecular biological techniques and advanced methods for the
manipulation of gametes and embryos. This textbook – inspired by the
postgraduate degree program at the University of Oxford – guides
students through the multidisciplinary syllabus essential to ART
laboratory practice, from basic culture techniques and
micromanipulation to laboratory management and quality assurance, and
from endocrinology to molecular biology and research methods. Written
for all levels of IVF practitioners, reproductive biologists and
technologists involved in human reproductive science, it can be used
as a reference manual for all IVF labs and as a textbook by
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undergraduates, advanced students, scientists and professionals
involved in gamete, embryo or stem cell biology.

Best IVF Fertility Nurse. Ever
This journal can be used to document your IVF journey, notes, ideas or
use it as a place of peace. Use this journal as a place to reflect
throughout your journey. It's your story and no one can write it like
you. Blank lined journal created just for you. IVF journal, notebook
and tracker. Great Travel Size 6x9, Beautiful Matte Cover, 120 Pages

My IVF Journal
This beautiful IVF journal is a therapeutic and practical way to track
your IVF journey. Track your moods, cycles, thoughts, and hopes. It
makes an excellent gift for a loved one who is going through IVF. The
IVF Journals are perfect for the Trying To Conceive (TTC) and come
with a range of fun covers from Pineapples (a symbol of good luck and
implantation in the TTC community) to fetuses to other fun designs.
Check out my store for more! These journals come with comforting
quotes about fertility and family every few pages, along with date
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journals, including a plave where you can circle the day and write the
month. Making it a great way to track your to do lists, cycles and
more 120 High Quality Thick Cream Pages, Some Lined With A Date
Section, Some With Quotes, Some With Pretty Designs You Can Colour In.
High Quality Glossy Cover. 6x9 Size Book. Makes a lovely thoughtful
gift to a loved one or even a gift to yourself! Buy Today! - Wishing
You Luck! Love! And Baby Dust!

Acupuncture for IVF and Assisted Reproduction
When people think of birth and motherhood, the process seems pretty
straight forward; However, for Colette Centeno Fox, her journey to
motherhood was not as straight forward as everyone thought it would
be… IVF Got This is a heartfelt memoir charting Colette and her
husband Michael’s fertility journey. Experiencing infertility is a
painful challenge, and yet the impacts are rarely discussed in the
open. Like many suffering with similar anxieties, Colette was afraid
of missing out on her dream of becoming a mum. She details her
emotional journey, through suffering traumatic baby losses, monthly
setbacks and frustrating waiting times whilst coping with the ongoing
confusion of how to relate this to the people around her. The book is
a refreshingly honest and intimate account of the IVF process, one,
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which offers practical insight into the often arduous but remarkable
journey which fertility treatment can offer.

Fertility Affirmation Journal: Manifesting Motherhood with
Positive Thoughts
This Beautiful lined journal comes with inspirational quotes about
fertility and family on every page. This IVF journal makes a perfect
gift to help your loved one to stay motivated through their IVF
journey. You will get: Paperback Cover with a beautiful design Lined
pages 1 unique quote on every page 8.5x11 inches 100 pages Good
quality of white color pages A matte-finish cover for an elegant,
professional look and feel

Manifesting Baby
At the age of thirty-eight, acclaimed novelist Julia Leigh made her
first visit to the IVF clinic, full of hope. So started a long and
costly journey of nightly injections, blood tests, surgeries, and
rituals. Writing in the immediate aftermath of her decision to stop
treatment, Leigh lays bare the truths of her experience: the highs of
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hope and the depths of disappointment, the grip of yearning and
desire, the toll on her relationships, and the unexpected graces and
moments of black humour. Along the way she navigates the science of
IVF, copes with the impact of treatment, and reconciles the seductive
promises of the worldwide multi-billion-dollar IVF industry with the
reality. Avalanche is the book that's finally been written on IVF
treatment: a courageous, compelling, and ultimately wise account of a
profoundly important and widespread experience. At the heart of this
work is an exploration of who and how we love. It is a story we can
all relate to - about the dreams we have, defeated or otherwise, for
ourselves, our loves, and our relationships. Avalanche bears witness
to Leigh's raw desire, suffering, strength, and, in the end,
transformation, and her shift to a different kind of love.

Infertility Journal
This journal has been created as a special place to document your IVF
journey. With beautiful quotes on each page (all 100 of them) and a
simple lined interior it's the perfect place to express your thoughts
and feelings on one of the hardest journey's we face as women.
Sometimes it seems never ending and writing down how you feel each day
or every few days can be a great source of comfort and stress relief.
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Perfectly sized at 6 x 9 inches with quotes to inspire you and give
you hope on a sometimes hopeless journey this journal has been created
by someone who has been there and done that and has two babies with a
third on the way thanks to IVF. There is always hope.

IVF Got This
This Journal is perfect to writing down your feelings, thoughts and
fears. My IVF Journal Features: 120 wide-ruled lined pages 6" x 9"
size - big enough for your writing and small enough to take with you
smooth white-color paper, perfect for ink, gel pens, pencils or
colored pencils a matte-finish cover Wishing You Luck & Love.

The Seed
In vitro fertilization (IVF) treatment is a complex process that can
involve multiple medical teams and points of contact, and it is a
significant financial investment. The cost for treatment includes
numerous medications, appointments, daily tests, and procedures.
Predictably, IVF is the theme of endless books, websites, blog posts,
and articles. Based on her personal experiences with IVF, author
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Monica Bivas created this journal to help you organize the process,
handle stress better, and bring focus and clarity to your personal IVF
journey. She created The IVF Planner both as an information guide and
for you to write your own story. She touches on everything from the
basics of the process to financing to a support network and more.Bivas
communicates that the IVF journey, no matter the end result--negative,
positive, or even cancelled cycles--takes strength, takes courage, and
teaches you to be disciplined. Though expensive and challenging, it's
a journey to be proud of.

Mama in the Making Are you struggling with trying to conceive and facing infertility? If
your dream is to become a mother, this guided prompt journal can help!
This journal is filled with 40 daily fertility affirmations and
reflections that allow you to bring mindfulness, positivity, and love
to your fertility journey! The creator of this journal knows firsthand
the agony of infertility and the power positivity and mindfulness can
have in this process. Use this affirmation journal to help you prepare
spiritually and emotionally to bring your baby into the world. You can
use this guided journal in whichever way works best for you. Rewrite
the affirmation repeatedly as a mantra or write your own reflection
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and thoughts for each affirmation. This journal will help you bring
positivity, optimism, love, and mindfulness to each part of your
journey!

IVF Meal Plan
This comprehensive review of the factors that affect the harvesting
and preparation of oocytes and the management of embryos will allow
practitioners to make evidence-based decisions for successful IVF. The
book reviews and re-considers the value of strategies and outcomes in
the management of fertility and conception rates, centred on the
production of oocytes, and successful development of the embryo.
Authored by leading experts in the field, chapters engage with
treatments and strategies that affect the production of oocytes and
embryos, optimizing outcomes in the management of female fertility,
conception rates, and live births. This vital guide covers controlled
ovarian hyperstimulation, the role of AMH in determining ovarian
reserve, and primary stimulation agents and the use of adjuncts.
Integral for all clinicians and embryologists working in reproductive
medicine units, readers are provided with evidence-based,
comprehensive advice and review of all factors affecting the
management of oocytes and the embryo that are vital for successful IVF
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cycles.

You Are Much Stronger Than You Think ,ivf Journal
This IVF journal is a simple blank lined journal to use to document
and plan your IVF journey! Why not fill this journal and keep it as a
special keepsake and gift it to your child for a special occasion in
years to come to remind them of how much they were wanted and loved!*
Glossy covered Blank journal/ Journals to write in/ IVF
Journal/Infertility journal/ Lined journal/ quote covered journal/
Writing journal/ Approximately 6 x 8-inches * 125 lined pages to write
in* Section sewn binding keeps pages secure

Infertility Around the Globe
Reveals the secrets of traditional Chinese medical practices and
techniques designed to provide women with an effective, natural
approach to supporting their efforts to become pregnant by enhancing
overall health and well-being.

Fertility Counseling
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Nourish your eggs and genes--easy recipes for IVF success A healthy
diet can play a huge part in reproductive success. IVF Meal Plan
offers more than a fertility diet--it shows you how powerful wholesome
food can be in enhancing the health of your eggs and genes for
conception. IVF Meal Plan features four easy-to-follow 7-day meal
plans, developed for women who have undergone IVF or those who have
tried other medications with no success. Cook your way to IVF success
using 31 tasty, nutrient-rich recipes--each designed to nourish your
body, mind, hormones, and long-term health, as well as the overall
wellness of your future baby. IVF Meal Plan includes: Happy
eggs--Explore how "food as medicine" can aid a healthy IVF cycle and
take a deep dive into egg science covering everything from follicle to
fertilization. Conception comfort foods--Improve your egg quality with
fertility-friendly foods that come with dietary labels, storage tips,
and more. Meal maps--Build a strong food foundation using hormonehealthy meal plans, complete with helpful shopping lists and easy timesaving tips. Boost your IVF odds (deliciously) and choose the right
foods for your own successful path to parenthood.

My IVF Journey
This journal has been created as a special place to document your IVF
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journey. With beautiful quotes on each page (all 100 of them) and a
simple lined interior it's the perfect place to express your thoughts
and feelings on one of the hardest journey's we face as women.
Sometimes it seems never ending and writing down how you feel each day
or every few days can be a great source of comfort and stress relief.
Perfectly sized at 6 x 9 inches with quotes to inspire you and give
you hope on a sometimes hopeless journey this journal has been created
by someone who has been there and done that and has two babies with a
third on the way thanks to IVF. There is always hope.

The Art of Waiting
This blank lined journal is a perfect IVF gift to help your loved one
keep a positive outlook as they travel their IVF journey. If you are
looking for ivf strong gifts, ivf memory books, ivf life, ivf
affirmation, ivf support, ivf cards, ivf strong gifts for other ivf
items, you need this in vitro fertilization journal!

Genital Infections and Infertility
Includes list of members.
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IVF Journal
This While We Wait Journal includes 100 lined pages with a date line
at the top of each page and an inspiring quote at the bottom. Journal
your milestones, appointments, struggles or anything in between in the
cute journal.

Avalanche
Along the way, the book dispels a number of fertility myths, offers
policy recommendations that are intended to bring clarity and judgment
to this complicated medical history, and reveals why the United States
is still known as the "Wild Westof reproductive medicine.

IVF Journal - IVF Gift
This Beautiful lined journal comes with inspirational quotes about
fertility and family on every page. This IVF journal makes a perfect
gift to help your loved one to stay motivated through their IVF
journey. You will get: Paperback Cover with a beautiful design Lined
pages 1 unique quote on every page 8.5x11 inches 100 pages Good
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quality of white color pages A matte-finish cover for an elegant,
professional look and feel

Fertility Journal
Practical and effective; this book supports challenging clinical and
laboratory issues that the IVF practitioner faces all day, every day.

The Fertile Secret: Guide to Living a Fertile Life
This beautiful Fertility journal is a therapeutic and practical way to
track your Trying To Conceive (TTC) journey. This book allows you to
track 1 year worth of cycles! Track your moods, cycles, ovulation,
medications, supplements, cervical fluid changes, luteinizing hormone,
thoughts, and hopes. There are beautiful quotes, illustrations you can
colour in, gratitude prompts about health and the future and much
more. It makes an excellent gift for a loved one who is going through
their fertility journey, or a beautiful gift to yourself if you are
trying to get pregnant. CYCLE TRACKER that can track 12 cycles (1
year!), includes date, waking temperature, cervical fluid changes,
ovulation, hormonal changes, mood, medications, intercourse and more.
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INSPIRING QUOTES to keep you focused and positive on your journey.
GRATITUDE PROMPTS & AFFIRMATIONS to help you feel good and focus
yourself on your goals. HIGH QUALITY 8.5x11 JOURNAL WITH GLOSSY COVER
and 100 high quality pages. The Fertility Journals are perfect for the
Trying To Conceive (TTC) and come with a range of fun covers from
Pineapples (a symbol of good luck and implantation in the TTC
community), quotes, flowers, baby illustrations and other fun designs.
Check out my store for more! These journals come with comforting
quotes about fertility and family every few pages, 40 day cycle
tracking for even the longest cycles which includes all the key things
you need to track including temperature, cervical fluid, hormones,
medication and more. This book also comes with datejjournals,
including a place where you can circle the day and write the month.
Making it a great way to track your to do lists, cycles and more 100
High Quality Thick Cream Pages, Some Lined With A Date Section, Some
With Quotes, Some With Pretty Designs You Can Colour In. High Quality
Glossy Cover. 8.5x11 Size Book. Makes a lovely thoughtful gift to a
loved one or even a gift to yourself! Buy Today! - Wishing You Luck,
Love & Baby Dust!
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In pop culture as much as in policy advocacy, the feminist movement
has historically left infertile women out in the cold. This book
traverses the chilly landscape of miscarriage, and the particular
grief that accompanies the longing to make a family. Framed by her own
desire for a child, journalist Alexandra Kimball brilliantly reveals
the pain and loneliness of infertility, especially as a lifelong
feminist. Her experience of online infertility support groups -- where
women gather in forums to discuss IVF, surrogacy, and isolation -leaves her longing for a real life community of women working to break
down the stigma of infertility. In the tradition of Eula Biss’s On
Immunity and Barbara Ehrenreich's Bright-sided, Kimball marries
perceptive analysis with deep reportage -- her findings show the lie
behind the prevailing, and at times paradoxical, cultural attitudes
regarding women’s right to actively choose to have children. Braiding
together feminist history, memoir, and reporting from the front lines
of the battle for reproductive rights and technology, The Seed plants
in readers the desire for a world where no woman is made to feel that
her biology is her destiny.

My IVF Journey Journal
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Journal of the British Fertility Society
Established for more than thirty years as one of the world's most
widely read gynecology texts, Clinical Gynecologic Endocrinology and
Infertility is now in its Eighth Edition. In a clear, user-friendly
style enhanced by abundant illustrations, algorithms, and tables, the
book provides a complete explanation of the female endocrine system
and its disorders and offers practical guidance on evaluation and
treatment of female endocrine problems and infertility. Major sections
cover reproductive physiology, clinical endocrinology, contraception
and infertility. This edition has a modern full-color design. A
companion website includes the fully searchable text, image bank and
links to PubMed references.
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